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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the concept of Protective Discrimination and Equality in the eyes of Law in India. Reservation 

has always been a major topic of discussion. There always has been instances after instances where Protective 

Discrimination has been leveled against Equality in the eyes of Law. This Article deals with every Article of 

Constitutional provision related to Protective Discrimination: including Article 16, Article 17, Article 35, Article 

330, Article 332 and Article 335 of the Constitution of India. It also sheds light on whether Article 16(4) is an 

exclusion to Article 16(1). This paper also discusses at length the major Amendments regarding Protective 

Discrimination. It concludes with the recommendations and analysis of the author. 

Keywords: Protective Discrimination, amendment, equality, reservation 
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INTRODUCTION 

"PROTECTIVE DISCRIMINATION"  

Our overall population has constantly been overflowing with differences. It was a rank ridden, 

stratified different leveled society, and a particular piece of the overall population had been denied 

the revealed human rights. Their preparation, wages, living conditions, monetary wellbeing was 

overseen by the motivations of upper strata of society, decreasing them to discouragement. The 

budgetary backwardness brought social awkwardness which in this manner made them abused and 

thusly precluding them even from claiming the pride of life. In an overall population 

compartmentalized on rank reason, upper stations controlled the levers of power engaging them 

to run their whips, one-sided to the interests of lower pieces of the overall population. Lower 

positions expected to serve the upper standings without having any say and grievance redressal 

instrument. This heartless and fierce condition maintained for an extensive period of time, till "we 

the overall public" comprehended the sickness inciting the planners of our constitution to think.  

 

Any reasonable society defies the test of coordinating two essentially clashing political thoughts - 

one, value under the attentive gaze of the law autonomous of religion, position, proclamation of 

confidence, race, and sexual introduction, and the other, social value to the detriment of the same 

obligation for correspondence in the law's witness. To be sure, even a made vote based framework 

like the United States is no uncommon case to the rule and has made arrangement of activity to 

concurred move to ensure value for the less supported territories of the overall population to the 

detriment of individual authenticity and value of all occupants under the watchful eye of the law. 

In India unfathomable amounts of people have experienced social partition through many years 

by goodness of its difficult to miss association called the position system, attempts have been 

rolled out to offer improvement to these under-favored fragments, through the course of action 

of reservations or bits for them in jobs, seats in informative foundations and lawmaking bodies, 

and in administrative aide, credits and other developmental help.  

All in all, four under-advantaged characterizations have either gotten points of interest under the 

arrangement or have been searching for such favorable circumstances, to be particular the 

Scheduled Castes (SCs) and the Scheduled Tribes (STs), the Other Backward Classes (OBCs), the 

religious minorities or regions thereof, and generally, the women. This undertaking discusses these 

classes from a political perspective. Its degree regardless, is compelled to reviewing the 

arrangements both under operation and also under thought, exactly at the national level. The 
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experiences of unmistakable states have been suggested exactly now and again to give a delineation 

or to make a particular point.  

CRITICALNESS AND BACKGROUND 

Guarded division is the methodology of permitting outstanding advantages to the debilitated and 

the underprivileged zones of society, most more often than not women. These are legislative 

strategy in regards to minorities in the public eye programs, most evident in both the United States 

and India, where there has been a past loaded with racial and standing isolation. The practice is 

most observable in India, where it has been venerated in the constitution and managed.  

The need to particular earnestly for the socially underprivileged was felt shockingly in the midst of 

the nationalist advancement. It was Mahatma Gandhi, himself an enthusiastic Hindu and a staunch 

disciple to the rank system, who was the first pioneer to comprehend the subject's hugeness and 

to summon the internal voice of the upper stations to this age-old social affliction of dispatching 

whole gatherings to the debasing position of "untouchables". He similarly appreciated the political 

reason of drafting this broad grouping of people into the political standard to make the adaptability 

improvement all the wider based. By renaming these untouchables as "Harijans" (people of God) 

he endeavoured to give this approach a religious approve so as not to chafe the routine sensitivities 

of the rank Hindus more than was genuinely imperative.  

The Constitution of self-governing India which, as it were, took after the Government's illustration 

of India Act, 1935, made acquisitions for positive isolation for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 

Tribes (SCs & STs) which constituted around 23% of the disengaged India's masses. Other than 

holding parliamentary seats for them they were given purposes of enthusiasm to the extent 

admission to schools and colleges, livelihoods when all is said in done society region, diverse 

budgetary favourable circumstances for their general headway, and so forth. The constitution to 

make certain guaranteed the pivotal right of consistency of all nationals under the watchful eye of 

the law yet it in like manner totally set out that nothing in the constitution "may keep the State 

from making any unprecedented acquirement for the progress of any socially and enlighteningly 

in opposite classes of subjects or for the Schedules Castes and the Scheduled Tribes".  

A sacrosanct part obtainments which went for positive division are:  

# Article 172: Abolition of "untouchability" and making its practice in any structure a blamable 

offense.  

# Article 463: Promotion of informative and money related interests.  

 
2 Article 17, Constitution of India 
3 Article 46, Constitution of India 
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# Article 164 and 3355: Preferential treatment in matters of business out in the open organizations.  

# 3306 and 3327: Reservation of seats in the LokSabha and State Assemblies.  

Later, the work related positive partition was connected with government-reinforced self-decision 

bodies. A 1974 Government solicitation set out that each and every such bodie which used more 

than 20 people, and where half of the rehashing utilization was met out of stipends in-assistance 

from the Central Government, and which got yearly gives in-help of at any rate Rs.200,000 should 

interminably oblige reservation of SCs and STs in posts and organizations. The general standard 

which exempted the exploratory and specific posts from the space of positive division was material 

to the autonomous bodies too.  

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS RELATED TO PROTECTIVE OR 

GUARDED DISCRIMINATION 

SCS AND STS  

Specific obtainments for reservations in organizations for the people from Scheduled Castes and 

Scheduled Tribes have been made as follows in the Constitution of India: -  

1. Article 16(1)8: There may be adjust of chance for all inhabitants in matters relating to 

business or game plan to any office under the State.  

2. Article 16(4)9: Article 16 obliges value of chance for all subjects in matters relating to 

occupation or game plan to any office under the State, Nevertheless, "nothing in this 

Article may keep the State from making any obtainment for the reservation of courses of 

action or posts for any backward class of nationals which, in the State's supposition, is not 

acceptably identifies with in the organizations under the State".  

There have been two Constitution Amendments joined in Article 16(4), they are: -  

1. Article 16 (4-A)10 : Nothing in this article ought to keep the state from making any 

acquirement for reservation in matters of headways, with vital status, to any class or classes 

of posts in organizations under the state for SCs/STs which in sentiment state, are not 

tasteful by addresses in the organizations under the state.  

 
4 Article 16, Constitution of India 
5 Article 335, Constitution of India 
6 Article 330, Constitution of India 
7 Article 332, Constitution of India 
8 Supra 4 
9 ibid 
10 Dipti Khatri, Equality of Opportunity in Public Employment, https://www.lawctopus.com/academike/equality-
opportunity-public-employment/ > accessed 15 June, 2020 
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2. The 77th Amendment to the Constitution has been brought into effect permitting 

reservation in progression to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.  

3.  Along these lines, by revising the Constitution, the Parliament has evacuated the base as 

deciphered by Supreme Court in Indira Sawhney that the course of action avoid 

progression. Article 16(4A) thusly restores the explanation put on Article 16. Rule of 

reservation can apply to starting enrollments and additionally to progressions. In any case, 

no headway can be made in progression posts for the OBC's.  

4. The Supreme Court has focused on that Article 16(4A) ought to be joined in such a route, 

to the point that an equality is struck in the matter of courses of action by making sensible 

open entryways for the spared classes and moreover for substitute people from the overall 

population.  

5. Article 16 (4-B)11: "Nothing in this article may keep the State from considering any unfilled 

opening of a year which are held for being finished off in that year according to any 

acquisition for reservation made under stipulation (4) or condition (4A) as an alternate 

class of chances to be finished off in any succeeding year or years and such class of opening 

ought not be seen as together with the year's chances in which they are being finished off 

for choosing the top of fifty for every penny reservation on total number of chances of 

that year."  

6. The Constitution (Eighty-First Amendment) Act, 2000 12has included Article 16(4B) to the 

Constitution. The Amendment considers that the unfilled spared opportunities are to be 

passed on forward to the subsequent years and these opening are to be managed as specific 

and separate from the present open doors in the midst of any year. The fundamental of 

half reservation set around the Supreme Court is to be joined just to run of the mill 

opportunities. This infers that the unfilled spared opportunities can be passed on forward 

from year to year with no point of imprisonment, and are to be filled freely from the 

commonplace opening. This Amendment furthermore modifies the suggestion set around 

the Supreme Court in Indira Sawhney.  

7. Article 33513: This article gives that "the people's instances of the SCs and STs may be 

investigated, dependably with the backing of viability of association truly coming to 

fruition of courses of action in organizations and posts in regards to the Union's endeavors 

or of a State". Occupying for in converse classes in India  

 
11 ibid 
12 81st Constitutional Amendment, 2000, https://www.india.gov.in/my-government/constitution-
india/amendments/constitution-india-eighty-first-amendment-act-2000 > accessed 20 June, 2020 
13Supra 5 
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8. ARTICLE 16(4)14:- This condition (4) unequivocally obliges the reservation of game plans 

or posts for any backward class of locals which, in the state's evaluation 

Booked Tribes. Backwardness being a relative term must in the association be judged by the 

general level of movement of the entire masses of the country or the State, as the case may be.  

# There is tasteful shield against misuse by the political authority of the power u/Art. 16(4)15 in 

the obtainment itself. Any determination of backwardness is neither a subjective action nor a 

matter of subjective satisfaction. The action is an objective one. Certain objective social and other 

criteria must be satisfied before any get-together or class of locals could be managed as in converse. 

If the authority consolidates, for protection reasons, get-togethers or classes not satisfying the 

applicable criteria, it would be an unmistakable example of distortion on power.  

# "Station" neither can be the sole worldview nor would it have the capacity to be contrasted and 

"class" with the finished objective of Article 16 (4) for taking in the social and informational 

backwardness of any section or assembling of people to bring them within the more broad 

quintessence of 'in converse class'. In light of present circumstances "station" in Hindu society 

transforms into an overarching component or vital premise in choosing the backwardness of a 

class of occupants.  

# Unless "position" satisfies the crucial test of social backwardness furthermore the enlightening 

and money related backwardness which are the developed and recognized criteria to perceive the 

'retrogressive class', a rank on a very basic level without satisfying the agreed formulae generally 

can't fall within the significance of 'in opposite class of inhabitants' under Article 16 (4), save in 

given remarkable circumstances, for instance, the station itself being identifiable with the routine 

control of the lower strata - showing the social backwardness. Additionally, "Class" has occupation 

and Caste nexus; it is homogeneous and is controlled by origination. It further endorse Chitralekha 

case. 

 PART III OF CONSTITUTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH 

RESERVERTION OUT IN THE OPEN ORGANISATION 

Article 1416 is all things considered terms however Arts. 15 and 16 are of specific nature. In a 

matter of seconds put the united effect of Arts. 14, 15 and 16 to the degree open business is 

concerned, is that they guarantee non-biased treatment of subjects in matters relating to open 

 
14 ibid 
15 Supra 10 
16 Diva Rai, Right to Equality: Article 16, 17 & 18 under the Indian Constitution, https://blog.ipleaders.in/right-to-
equality-article-16-17-18/#:~:text=It%20was%20stated%20that%20Article,on%20the%20grounds%20of%20caste. 
> accessed on 20 June, 2020 
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employment. Religion, race, position, sex, dive, spot of origination, home or any of them can't be 

the reason for persecution a subject in matters relating to open work or office under the state. 

Booking for in opposite classes of nationals is overseen by cl. (4) of Art.16. It is an engaging 

obtainment and is impeding an acquisition or an exceptional case to cl. (1) of Article 16 of the 

Constitution.  

WHETHER ART.16 (4) AN EXCLUSION TOART.16 (1)17?  

Notwithstanding the way that cl. (4) has an over-riding flavor as the opening words "Nothing in 

the Article may keep the State from… … .", suggest as Mudholkar, J. suggesting these words in 

Devdasan pointed out: The over-riding effect of cl.(4) on cls. (1) and (2) could simply connect 

with the making of a sensible number of reservation of plans and posts in particular circumstances. 

That is all".  

The point of view in T.Devadasan v. Union of India, that Art. 16(4) was an uncommon case to 

Art. 16(1) got a genuine mishap from the predominant part decision in State of Kerala v. N.M. 

Thomas, which held that 16(4) was not an uncommon case to Art.16(1) but instead that it was just 

a sincere system for communicating a principle comprehended in Art.16(1). The viewpoint taken 

in N.M Thomas has been recognized as the right one and by the bigger part in Indira Sawhney 

where the Court pointed out: "truly, even without stipulation (4), it would have been acceptable 

for the State to have progressed such a game plan and made an obtainment for reservation of 

courses of action/presents on bolster them. Stipulation (4) essentially puts the matter without 

inquiry specifically terms."  

ARTICLE 16(4) AND ARTICLE 335  

Article 335: gives that "the people's instances of the SCs and STs may be considered, dependably 

with the upkeep of adequacy of association truly coming to fruition of courses of action in 

organizations and posts in regards to the Union's endeavors or of a State".  

 

There has been some reasonable exchange in the matter of whether Art.335 had any compelling 

effect on the power of reservation displayed by Art. 16 (4). The nine judge seat of the Supreme 

Court in Indira Sawhney considered the conflict that the request of Art.335 deduced that 

reservation should be scrutinized subject to the capacity engrafted in Art.335 i.e. dependably with 

the backing of adequacy of association. Dealing with the dispute prevailing part limited an issue in 

appreciation to whether reservations were against meritarian? The predominant part then watched 

 
17Malabika Talukdar,  Perspective of Protective Discrimination in India, International Journal of Research (IJR) Vol-
1, Issue-4, May 2014 , ISSN 2348-6848 
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that may be efficiency, capacity and authenticity are not synonymous thoughts; may be it isn't on 

the right track to view merit as synonymous with capability in association and that authenticity is 

yet an adequacy's fragment of an association.  

To be sure, even so the congruity and centrality of authenticity at the period of beginning 

enrollment can't be ignored. It can't moreover be neglected that the general considered reservation 

gathers decision of a less admirable person. Meanwhile, we see that this much cost must be paid, 

if the built up surety of social value is to be recouped. We moreover firmly assume that given an 

open entryway, people from these classes are sure to crush their initial shortcomings and would 

opponent and may occasionally, surpass desires people from open contender hopefuls. It is 

obvious that nature has put stores of in converse classes as much as it has huge amounts of 

distinctive classes and what is required is an opportunity to show it.  

In any case, in the occasion of Article 16, Article 355 would be apropos. It may be acceptable for 

the council to suggest a sensibly lower standard for booked positions/Scheduled tribes/in 

opposite classes enduring with the essentials of adequacy of association18. It would not be sensible 

not to embrace any such slightest standard by any methods. While underwriting the lower slightest 

standard for held class, the nature and commitments affixed to the post and the general's 

excitement open should moreover be recollected. While on Article 355, we are of the evaluation 

that there are certain organizations and positions where legitimize alone counts. In such 

circumstances, it may not be fitting to oblige reservations. For example, particular post in Research 

and Development affiliations/workplaces/associations, super specialities in medicine, outlining et 

cetera.  

Penny percent reservation not acceptable:  

 

NO PENNY PERCENT RESERVATION  

The state is not met all requirements for make a penny percent reservation. That would be violative 

of Art.1619 of the Constitution. The Supreme Court has ruled on various events, that where there 

is nobody and just post in the system, there can be no occupying for the backward class with 

reference to that post either for selection toward the starting stage or fixing off a future open door 

in valuation for that post for the most part the same would indicate 100 for every penny 

reservation. A singular constrained time post can in like manner not be spared.  

 

 
18 Supra 16 
19 Supra 16 
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USE OF ROTATIONAL RULE20 

In the event that there ought to be an event of Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education & 

Research, Chandigarh it has been totally communicated that unless there is greater part of posts 

in a unit, the subject of reservation won't develop in light of the way that any-try at reservation by 

whatever routines and even with contraption of turn of rundown in a lone post system is certain 

to reserve 100% spot of such post at whatever point such reservation is to be executed.  

LEVEL OF RESERVATION  

The level of reservation should not surpass half..In Indira Sawhney case the bigger part raised that 

cl. (4) of Art. 16 discussed adequate representation and not proportionate representation regardless 

of the way that the degree of masses of in converse classes to the total people would an appropriate 

component. Ensuing to suggesting the former decisions of the Court, the bigger part induced that 

the reservation thought about in cl. (4) of Art. 16 should not surpass half.  

It in like manner pointed out that with the finished objective of applying the rule of a large portion 

of, a year should be taken as the unit and not the entire nature of the system.  

 

THOUGHT OF RICH LAYER 

In the Mandal commission case, the Supreme Court has clearly and absolutely set out that the 

socially pushed people from the retrogressive class, the "rich layer", must be precluded from the 

backward class and the benefit of reservation under Article 16(4) must be given to a class which 

stays after the smooth's shirking "layer". This would more fittingly fill the need and question of 

Article 16(4)21.  

At present, the benefits of occupation reservations are most nibbled up by the additionally 

spouting territories of the retrogressive class and the reservation's favorable position course of 

action is not being penetrated to needy individuals and the genuinely in opposite class amongst 

them which makes them poorer and all the more in converse. Thusly, the organization must offer 

effect to the recognition made my Supreme Court in Mandal case remembering the finished 

objective to perform social and budgetary value for the whole section of in converse classes.  

Bookings for Minorities  

The present power position is that: "No arrangement for minorities underneath the desperation 

line is being realized in the country." Still, there is a standing course of the Government of India 

"to each one of the Ministries/Departments of Government of India that at whatever point a 

 
20 Supra 17 
21 Supra 16 
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Selection Committee/Board exists or must be constituted for making enrolment to 10 or more 

opera 

CONCLUSION 

The verbal encounter over positive isolation in India is intense and is continuously finding 

expression in brutality. Regardless, a lion's share rules framework which is fundamentally a social 

contraption is neither overseen by basis nor by ethics. At the establishment of law based 

accomplishment is social building which is effected through political bargaining. In India the 

method is on and simply the future would tell whether its examinations were in the right heading 

or not.  

Social classes are neither static nor strong. Regardless, in India the different leveled stratifications 

have things being what they are made due for an extensive time span and they continue being 

politically related. In the given situation the procedure of reservation seems to continue for an 

uncertain period, at any rate for the SC/STs. In any case, this is the most clear thing that the state 

could consider. The authentic test for the state should be to make the upset get-togethers forceful 

through bringing their gages up so as to allow them to be keeping pace with the by and large 

productive advantaged social orders. That is cost concentrated and for that there must be a 

development in the movement of power. The obstruction would need to go to the fore of 

administrative issues. The present Dalit improvement is in every way straws in the wind 

demonstrating this fondness for change which is sure to be violent.The same may not, of course, 

be said with respect to the OBCs. Not at all like the SCs and STs the implied OBCs have held 

political power in assorted credible periods in particular areas of India. They are neither as socially 

mocked nor at the base of the fiscal pecking request as the booked stations. In short they are not 

such an isolated bundle as the SCs have been. Given this situation the enthusiasm for OBC 

reservation is definitely politically awakened, the justification behind which is for the most part 

defective. Notwithstanding, logically the state's part would be being alluded to. The suspicion here 

is that the Indian society is generally harsh and vertically and on a level plane disintegrative. It is 

the gigantic military power in the central's hands government, both in the midst of the Mughals 

and the British, that truly contained it. The shields for state power fight for a fight prepared piece 

of the state to keep up societal solicitation while the champions of normal society put the charge 

unequivocally for the state for the creating violence in the overall population. The verbal meeting 

warrants a closer examination against the social's establishment severity that the methodology of 

reservation has supplemented  
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# Gandhi recognized the technique for thinking behind the standing structure and it's ideal. He 

was, on the other hand, gloomy about its presence. Frankly he was clashed about its cognizance. 

The word's root Affirmative Action in India 165 "untouchables" is not clear. The four-level Hindu 

varnashram system avoid them. Plainly they were the fifth class in the social movement. The 

primary creator of "Harijan" was not Gandhi. It was Narsi Mehta who used it to imply the posterity 

of Devadasis (haven specialists). See T K Oommen, "Panchamas to Dalits: The Context and 

Content of Identity," Times of India, New Delhi, 11 May 1994. As of late, the expression 

"Harijans" has been rejected by the Harijans themselves.  

 

 

 


